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the. FSX FSUIPC 4.60 (incorporating WideFS 7)SYDNEY — The Sydney Swans are
preparing for the 2017 pre-season after their finals season ended in a preliminary final

loss to Collingwood. But did the Swans lose their way on the way to the end of last
season? With the trade period looming and a depleted list on the way to the 2017

season, many say the Swans have lost their way. “As much as we played good footy
over the last few years, we’ve just got to find a way to change the way we go about it

and find a way to perform under pressure,” Swans president Andrew Pridham said. “It’s
that competitive edge that’s lost that I don’t think we had in previous years.” Camera

Icon Gary Ablett has been linked to the Brisbane Lions. Credit: Getty Images A lot of
the club’s list lost its way when it came to the finals series. It wasn’t only the Swans who

played finals footy. It was every club, from Carlton, to Melbourne and Brisbane, but
particularly the Swans. The weight of the premiership prize proved to be too much for

some of the more experienced players, while younger players were also finding the
challenge of finals too much at times. “It takes its toll on the younger guys and we’ve

got to try and find ways to keep them fresh. We can’t keep saying it,” Swans coach John
Longmire said. “It’s all part of the journey and the challenge you set for these young

guys is going to change. “And it’s not just just the young guys, some of the older guys, I
know Wayne Carey is chasing a third premiership, and he’ll be trying his absolute best.”
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to the fourth and final phase of the conflict against the Houthis, while the United States said it was
increasing its military assistance to the country. Saudi-led military campaign entered the fourth day on
Sunday, with the United Nations warning that up to 14 million people could flee their homes as a result
of the conflict. “We are now at a moment of truth,” Yemeni UN envoy Ismail Ould Sheikh told the
Security Council in a statement on Sunday. He said the conflict was rapidly taking on “an international
dimension” and called for a nationwide ceasefire and a return to direct UN-mediated negotiations. Earlier
on Saturday, tensions mounted in the battleground port of Hodeida as the Houthis sent reinforcements in
an attempt to take the city. Activists said they also witnessed fresh shelling from the Saudi-led coalition
in the city. Ould Sheikh said he feared the Houthis would make major advances and enter Hodeida
“within weeks”. The UN envoy said the warring parties were at a stalemate in Hodeida, which has been
under Houthi siege for nearly two years. A breakthrough in talks brokered by Ould Sheikh in Sweden last
month appears to have failed to stop the escalation of violence. The warring sides resumed talks in
Kuwait earlier this month and each side accused the other of trying to sabotage the negotiations. Houthi
spokesman Mohammed Abdel Salam al-Houthi has threatened to take the fight to H 3ef4e8ef8d
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